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You Fucking Die!!!

There is no better way to describe the new film by Feng Mengbo. The artist's film, released last year, features 360 views of graphic violence. The film was shot on location in Beijing with a local director and actors. The script was written by the artist himself. The film is a critique of the popular video game **Quake III Arena**. Mengbo has created a violent world in which the viewer is a combatant. The viewer is forced to kill or be killed. Designed by id Software, **Quake III Arena** is a follow-up to their previous game, **Doom**. Mengbo's customized version features a number of special effects, including body armor, health capsules, and weapons. The viewer must protect themselves from all over the world. No matter how strong you are, you will die a thousand deaths. Watching his film, Mengbo wants any and all viewers to grab their video game controllers and get ready for the ultimate battle.
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